
Jury service is not only a civic responsibility of every citizen—it’s 
also the cornerstone of the judicial system. Yet processing jurors 
is an arduous effort that can create a huge burden on your Court. 
Legacy systems and inefficient processes require unnecessary 
workload for clerks that include manual check-in, information 
requests, filing paperwork, and submitting payments. 

Constituents feel the burden too – from interpreting unfamiliar 
forms and instructions to the possibility of long hours spent in 
the courthouse. All of this adds up to delays for the Court and a 
lower juror turnout. 

Clearview Jury is a functionally comprehensive and technologically advanced jury management solution 
that is designed by jury administrators for jury administrators. Clearview Jury simplifies juror qualification, 
summoning, check-in, and juror payment calculations so your administrators can get back to more 
important tasks. Our integrated eJuror module gives jurors autonomy in managing their information and 
service from anywhere. This streamlined process improves the relationship between the Court and its 
constituents, creating a seamless experience for the juror. It’s a win-win for both the Court and the public. 

TRANSFORM YOUR JURY MANAGEMENT WITH CLEARVIEW JURY 

INTEGRATED MODULES

Integration with third-party applications makes your jury 
administration even more robust.  

TRUSTED EXPERTS

Avenu’s team of subject matter and technical experts bring decades of experience to your jurisdiction, 
ensuring a timely and efficient implementation. 

    succeed@avenuinsights.com      
5860 Trinity Parkway #120  |  Centreville, VA 20120  

BY AVENU INSIGHTS & ANALYTICS

Clearview Jury

•  Print and mail services
•  Integrated voice response 

•  Jury display systems
•  Juror payment cards 

•  Functional and technical training & consulting
•  Software installation
•  Data conversion and data merge

•  Maintenance and support
•  Remote database administration (optional)
 



End-to-End Automation for Jury 
Selection, Summoning, and Payment

From the Experts Trusted by 
Jurisdictions Nationwide 

When state and local governments need support, they turn to Avenu. We support mission-critical 
government operations with revenue enhancement programs and administration software that’s 
backed by public sector expertise, making it easy to serve citizens reliably, efficiently, and securely.

Ready to see how Avenu can support you? Request more information at  
succeed@avenuinsights.com.
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MASTER LIST 
MANAGEMENT 
Create a master jury list from multiple 
sources such as DMV, voter registration, 
and more. 

A comprehensive, end-to-end solution that ensures efficient and flexible jury management for single, multiple, and 
statewide implementations. From start to finish, Clearview Jury addresses process inefficiencies each step of the way.  

RANDOM SELECTION, POOL 
CREATION AND QUALIFICATION 
Upon random selection from the source list, Clearview 
Jury groups potential jurors into pools from which voir dire 
panels are selected.

PAYMENT
Have peace of mind knowing payments to jurors are 
automatically calculated using your defined calculation 
rules. Set up different payment processes—Clearview Jury 
is flexible and configurable. 

NOTIFICATION
Communicate with jurors by email and 
text through notifications. Eliminate the 
need for traditional mail services with 
custom notification templates. 

ATTENDANCE
Provide versatility for individual courts with Attendance Check-In/Out and Pending Check-In editors. 
Automatically track a juror’s scheduled appearance date and receive automated alerts when a prospective juror 
checks in when not expected. The Pending Check-In editor and wireless scan gun provide flexibility and security 
for automatic juror check-in. 

EJUROR 
Improve juror experience and increase participation with the eJuror Web Response system. eJuror allows 
prospective jurors to virtually communicate directly with the Court. Jurors can access Court information, 
.and deferrals, upload documents for Court review, and more. eJuror is fully integrated into the Clearview Jury 
system, and updates are done in real time. 


